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Convey
for
Foodservice

Convey for Foodservice
Convey for Foodservice is a complete program that provides foodservice distributors with an online
content, training and engagement portal at no cost. The program is used to engage and inform the DSR,
the operator, or both. Content and training is added by invited suppliers and by the distributor.

For Sales
Convey is a single online
location for the District Sales
Rep to get the valuable
information needed to do his
job.
Convey sales portals contain
content added by both the
supplier and the distributor.
Typical content includes
rebates & coupons, sell
sheets, industry insights,
training, food safety, nutrition
information and more.
TMs login daily, find out
what’s new, easily search for
information and use that
information to engage the
operator.
Management can track and
monitor sales activity to make
sure everyone is on track.

For Operators
Distributors can design their
Convey program to educate
and inform the operator on
the latest product, food
safety, trends, and menu
ideas.
Operators login, view training
videos and product literature,
or explore trends and ideas.
They can bookmark what they
like, come back to it later or
download it to their
computer.
Distributors and their
suppliers gain valuable
marketing insights by tracking
what operators are looking at
and how often they access
content. Use that insight to
adjust messaging, give better
advice, and to drive additional
orders.
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Benefits to the Foodservice Distributor
Convey delivers profit to foodservice distributors because the program is funded by the supplier.
Distributors become more competitive in the marketplace with a unique technology platform designed to
inform and engage the operator as well as the DSR. And….Convey does the work for you!

No Cost with Profit Opportunity
Only 25 suppliers are needed to
participate in the program to cover the
cost and generate profit. You set the
price for each supplier and you are in
control of the financial relationship.

Makes You More Competitive
Operators get a unique experience that is
easy to use. They login, get ideas,
training, recipes and new ways to run
their restaurant. You are seen as the link
to this value-added information.

Saves Time, Easy to Use
Supplier content and training is organized
in one site and information is easy to find.
Both the operator and DSR save time in
looking for what they need.

Convey Manages the Program
Convey manages the site, teaches the
supplier and organizes the program. No
additional staff is needed from the
distributor. All you do is get the supplier
to agree and we do the rest!

You Analyze the Results
You can see who logs in, what they look
at, and where they go on the site. We
can make sure that content is updated
regularly and run reports to ensure that
everything is current.

Helps the DSR
DSR’s can now get information in one
place, have materials to take into a sales
call, and keep up with those valuable
rebates and coupons added by the
supplier.

Convey for Foodservice Sales
The Convey for Foodservice Sales program makes it easy for the District Sales Rep to find all the information
he needs to do his job in a single, convenient online location.

All in One Place
With Convey, the DSR has one online
place to go for rebates & coupons,
industry insights, sell sheets, training,
product information, food safety and
more. DSRs use these ideas to take to
their operators to drive revenue.
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Saves Time, Increases Productivity
Time that should be spent meeting with
customers is often wasted in looking
through emails or searching multiple
websites to find information. Convey
eliminates wasted time by making
information easy to find and act on.

Educates & Engages
Distributors and their suppliers have
valuable training and education that the
TM can access 24 X 7 on the Convey
platform reviewing it at his or her
convenience.
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Convey for the Operator
The Convey for Operators program provides a value-added online service from the distributor to share
ideas, supplier information and training in a single online location

Ideas, Insights, Training
Operators can gain access to valuable
information, training, and ideas that
inspire new ways to drive more revenue
and profit from the restaurant.
Distributors control the information the
operator has access to.
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Market Intelligence
The DSR can direct his operators to the
Convey platform to get information from
the distributor and their suppliers in a
single, convenient location. Distributors
now can see what the operator looks at
and adjust their marketing strategy.

Integrates With Other Systems
Convey platforms can be integrated with
other systems like order entry so the
operator can move between systems
without having to log out and log back in.
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The Portfolio
A Convey portal is divided into Portfolios that contain content, training, and information added by suppliers
or by the distributor. Portfolios are managed independently.

Managed by the Supplier or Distributor
Portfolios are segments of a Convey
platform that can be managed
independently by invited suppliers or by
distributor employees. They have
banners, folders, web pages, a calendar
and content.

A Variety of Content
Content is added in minutes and can
contain files that are viewed online or
downloaded. Upload training videos,
PowerPoint presentations, sell sheets,
recipes and more. Track who looks at or
download content.

Organized and Searchable
Content is searchable by keywords in the
title, description or the content file.
Organize content into folders within a
portfolio or create content directories on
the home page of the site.

The Financial Model
A Convey site is funded by subscriptions that are paid by the supplier. Convey wholesales the service to the
distributor who then negotiates pricing with each individual supplier.

Overview
The Convey for Foodservice program is designed to be
at no cost to the foodservice distributor. Category
managers invite their suppliers to participate, negotiate
the subscription price, and invoice the supplier. Convey
managers the entire program including site
management, training and working with the supplier,
and helping the distributor with its content strategy.

Pricing
Pricing
Convey collaborates with the distributor to create
pricing for supplier subscriptions. The pricing strategy
is based on the significance of the supplier and the size
of the distributor. Category managers then have the
option of marking up the Convey subscription price to
generate profit.

Invoicing
Invoicing
Convey invoices the distributor once a quarter for
supplier subscriptions. The distributor is responsible
for invoicing the supplier and collecting payment.

Supplier Subscription Benefits
ü More convenient way to deliver content
ü Engage and engage the District Sales Rep
ü Deliver training online
ü Promote the company and its products
ü Offer new ideas and insights
ü Potential to engage the operator

